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Vermin, report immediately 
On a couple of occasions, apartments in the 

association have been affected by vermin. It 

is of the utmost importance that if you 

discover vermin or pests in your home, 

report it to Nordstaden as soon as possible. 

If it is discovered in time, measures can be 

put in place before it has time to spread to 

the neighbors. As a rule, such costs are 

taken from the association's insurance. 

App to check your power usage 
When we launched IMD (common 

electricity), an app was offered where you 

can follow your consumption. Initially, it 

didn't work for townhouses but now that 

problem has been solved and everyone 

should have access to this. It is the person 

who is written on the address who can log 

in and see the consumption. The 

identification is made with a Mobile BankID. 

The app is available for Android and iPhone. 

QR codes for the apps are available on our 

website: 

https://en.fano.se/fano-a-to-z/  

Fault reporting 
If you discover anything wrong with the 

association, such as broken lights, a 

stairwell door that cannot be closed, or 

perhaps a loose fence, then you should 

report it to Nordstaden! 

You can do this by phone or on their 

website: 

• 08-587 801 00 

•  https://nordstaden.se/felanmalan/  

 
 
 
 

Get involved in the association 
The nominating committee is constantly 

watching open for committed residents 

willing to contribute their skills and work for 

the association's good. You can contact the 

nominating committee at 

valberedning@fano.se. 

Tire storage 
In the association, there is a storage room 

for storing car tires. It costs nothing to have 

your tires there, but there is only room in the 

racks for about 50 sets. If you want a place 

for your tires, send your apartment number, 

phone number, and name to dack@fano.se 

and you will be placed in the queue. 

The storage is open on four occasions per 

season where you can come and pick up or 

drop off tires. If you want access to the 

storage outside these times, you book it via 

dack@fano.se and then have to pay SEK 

200 per occasion.  

Weekday Date Time 

Thursday Mars 30th 18:00-20:00 

Sunday April 2nd 10:00-12:00 

Thursday April 13th  18:00-20:00 

Sunday April 16th 10:00-12:00 

 
Renovation 

Laws relating to the renovation of 

apartments have been tightened at the turn 

of the year. HSB and others are 

investigating what this means and more 

information will follow. 

If you want to carry out a renovation, read 

what currently applies on our website and 

apply before you start: 

https://en.fano.se/renovation/ 
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